SHADY LINCOLN GRIT  

(ILLINOIS ELIGIBLE)  

Brown Colt - Foaled May 21, 2021 - Registration #8W584  
Microchip #985141001368641

By LINDY'S TRU GRIT 1:52.1, BT 1:52.0s ($503,638). ORLY'S SHADOW BT 2:00.4f-$115 etc.

1st dam  
SPEED FOR ALL 2, 1:59.3s, BT 1:57.0s ($15,125) 1 win, by SWAN FOR ALL 3, 1:54.1f, BT 1:53.2. At 2, winner of INSS elim at Hoosier Park. From 2 foals, including a two-year-old of 2022, dam of Fashionalspeed (f, Crescent Fashion). Now 3. Help Shady Lincoln (g, Helpisnottheeway). Now 2.

2nd dam  
SOXY KOSMOS 2, 1:59.3f ($83,463) 5 wins, by YANKEE PACO 3, 1:53.2. At 2, winner of ONSS Grassroots div (3 times) and final; second in ONSS Grassroots div (twice). At 3, winner of ONSS Grassroots div at Clinton. From 8 foals, dam of 6 winners (1 in 1:54, 3 in 1:56, 4 in 1:58) including-

- BORN TO THRIVE (g, Swan For All) 2, 1:58.0s, 3, 1:54.4s, 1:52.4f, ’21 ($494,077) 48 wins. At 3, winner of INSS Super Final final at Hoosier Park; second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim and final at Hoosier Park. At 4, winner of IN Sired Mini Series #4 leg at Hoosier Park. As aged, second in INSS elim at Hoosier Park.

ONE SWAN FOR ALL (g, Swan For All) 3, 1:57.4s, 1:54.1f ($213,568) 25 wins.

SOXYS KID (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, Q2:03.2s, 3, 1:59.3s, BT 1:58.0s ($131,808) 19 wins. At 2, winner of IN Fair S. div at Indiana State Fair; second in IN Std. Breeders Fund div at Indiana Downs; third in INSS div and leg at Indiana Downs. At 3, winner of Mini Series 31 leg at Hoosier Park; third in INSS cons at Hoosier Park.

KENU DANCE (m, Ken Warkentin) 2, 1:59.3s, 3, 1:57.3f, BT 1:54.0s ($61,370) 3 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Grassroots div (twice). At 3, second in Canadian Breeders Ch. elim at Mohawk; third in ONSS Gold elim (twice) and final.

GO KID GO (m, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 2:00.0, 4, 1:59.1f, BT 1:58.1f ($31,692) 5 wins. At 2, winner of Mini Series 6 final at Indiana Downs; second in Mini Series 6 leg at Indiana Downs; third in INSS leg at Indiana Downs.

SPEED FOR ALL (m, Swan For All) 2, 1:59.3s, BT 1:57.0s ($15,125) 1 win. As Above.

Amazing Swan (m, Swan For All) BT 2:00.1f ($2,355). At 2, second in IN Sired Fair S. div (twice); third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Portland. Dam of Ritas Legacy BT 2:00.4f-$4,440. Now 3. Raced at 2.; Kinky Pacho . Now 2 etc.

3rd dam  
SOCKS AND DRESSES 3, 2:00.3q, BT 1:57.3 ($59,062) 4 wins, by SPEEDY CROWN 3, 1:57.1. At 3, winner of Coaching Club Oaks S. div at The Meadowlands. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:58) including-

- SOXY KOSMOS (m, Yankee Paco) 2, 1:59.3f ($83,463) 5 wins. As Above.

- SOLANGE KOSMOS (m, S Jls Photo) 2, Q2:06.1h, 1:58.1h, BT 1:58.2f ($79,907) 5 wins. At 3, third in Trillium S. div at Flamboro Downs. Dam of ANGELS KID 2, 2:03.3h, 1:57.0f, BT 1:55.1s ($132,290); Elias Pride. Now 2; grandam of RHINESTONE COWBOY 3, 1:59.0f ($66,263) etc.

- SOCKIT TO ME (h, Trade Balance) 3, 1:59.2f, 1:57.1, BT 1:56.4f ($72,747) 13 wins. As aged, second in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompono Park; third in Valley Victory Series leg at Pompano Park.

Lane Bryant (m, Lindy Lane) 2, Q2:03.1f, BT 2:01.2f ($1,941). At 2, third in Reynolds Memorial div at Pocono Downs. Dam of MISS WAPOWALOPEN 3, 2:00.2f, 1:55.4f, BT 1:55.1f ($15,190); SPIT N SHINE 1:54.1 ($118,283); RED MAPLE LANE 2, 1:58.3f, 4, 1:57.3f, BT 1:55.11 ($117,195) etc.

4th dam  
LOCKS AND TRESSES 3, T2:01.0f ($6,000) 4 wins, by FLORIDA PRO 3, 1:55.0. From 9 foals, dam of 4 winners including-

- LOCKS AND DRESSES (m, Speedy Crown) 3, 2:00.3q, BT 1:57.3 ($59,062) 4 wins. As Above.

- TRESPASSING POINT (h, Crowning Point) 2, Q2:07.3f, 3, 1:59.0, BT 1:57.4 ($38,968) 6 wins. At 3, second in NYSS div at Buffalo.

- Hopes And Blesses (m, Tagliabue) 4, 2:02.2f, BT 1:57.1s ($29,010) 1 win. At 3, third in PASS div at The Meadows. Dam of MC TINY HOPE 3, 1:58.4s, 1:53.3, BT 1:53.0s ($202,469) etc.

- Shops For Dresses (m, Tagliabue) 3, 2:02.2h, BT 1:58.1s ($12,620) 3 wins. Dam of TROJAN HORSE 2, Q2:05.1, 3, 1:55.1f, 4, 1:54.1f ($135,957) etc.

- Exquisite Amanda (m, American Winner), Dam of SOLVEIG 2, 1:56.0s, 4, 1:54.4f ($820,985); ON TOUR 2, 1:58.1f, 1:56.2f, BT 1:55.4 ($492,808); RUNE 2, Q2:03.1, 3, 1:52.1 ($193,293) etc.